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T IiFLUENCE OF E ONMEITAL COM)ITIOS IN
REDDS O TILE 3LJj%fl VAL OF SALMONID 3L1OL

INi1ODUCTION

A field study of se of the factors affecting the survival of

salnonid enbryos in spawning gravels was conducted in Lincoln County,

Oregon, fri Novenber, 1958, to Juiie, 1959, in order to learn niore

about conditions controlling the production of salmon and trout.

Determinations of gravcl periieability and of velocity and dissolved

oxygen concentration of ground water were niade through the use of

standpipes buried in artificial redda. The nieasureinents were then

eapared with the survivals of eubx'yos placed in the gravels.

Gravel samples were oilected at the study sites to determine the

extent of sedinsnt deposition.

The investigation was earned on under the support and. di-

rection of the Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit1 and the

Governors Committee on Natural Resources.2 These organizations

are conducting studies of the effects of different logging practices

upon various watershed values, One study will include several years

of investigation on three stre&s, needle Branch, Flynn Creek and

Beer Creek, which have waterehed that have nt been logged. Further

studies will be ade after logging.

1aregon State College Agricultural Research Foundation, Wildlife
MnagenLent Institute, 0. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
Oregon State Game Cazniasion cooperating.

2C onipnised of representatives of various state agencies that are
concerned with the conservation of Oregon's natural resources.
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gravel is harmful to developing aa1mcid embryos. Hobbs (12, p. 79)

in New Zealand found evidence that heavy mortality is a consequence

of excessive fine material in the gravel;...there is the writerta

general inpression that losses were heaviest in natural redds in which

the moat turbidity was produced on disturbance of material in the egg

pockets;. ..there is the correlation of measured mortality and measured

fine material in natural redda Circumstances suggest that suffocation

may be the immediate cause of death." In California, Shaw and Maga

(15, p. 40) introduced mine silt to troughs of gravel in which they

had planted silver salmon embryos, orhynchus kisutch (Walbawn).

"The experiments further show that mine silt deposited on gravel

spawning beds during either the early or later stages of incubation
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results in negligible yields of fry and is therefore a serious menace

to natural propagation." A. C. Cooper (5), in his Horsefly River'

investigat.ons, found evidence that silt deposition in spawning gravel

is detrimental to saion emnbr7onic survival. He also stated that

Pyper (unpublished) showed a definite relationship between the flow

of water through the gravel end egg and fry eurvial,

In Canada, Wickett (20, p. 934) found low dissolved oxygen

levels in portions of a study stream and thought they may have

caused the high mortalities of chum salmon embryos, 2 keta (Walbaum)

observed, He atated,,,.Itsurface silt of itself did net seam to be

lethal, but in certain circumstances it would appear that the circu-

lation of water is so greatly reduced that there is insufficient

oxygen for the survival of living eggs..." The supply of oxygen to

embryos depends not only upon the dissolved oxygen content of the

water, but also upon the rate at which it is supplied. Wickett also

described a standpipe (later improved by Terhune, 1?) which he used

to estimate the apparent velocity3 of the subsurface water, and which

provided an access to this water for dissolved oxygen detezjinations.

Alderdice, Wickett and Brett (I) exposed chum salmon embryos to low

dissolved oxygen levels. Var'ious concentrations at different

3"The apparent velocity sometimes called the superficial cx macro-
scopic velocity, is the rate of seepage expressed as the volume of
liquid flowing per wilt time through a unit area (of solids pius
voids) normal to the direction oI flow. The true, or pore velocjt
is the actual velocity of flow through the interstitial spaces, and
differs from pore to pore." Pollard 3, p. 709)
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develonental stages resulted in delays in hatching and in ortali-

ties, Monstrosities were produced when embryos at early stages of

develoinent were subjected t very low oxygen levels. Advanced

stages were stimulated by low levels of oxygen to hatch prematurely.

Silver (16), in his work for the Pacific Cooperative Water Pollution

and Fisheries Research Laboratories at Oregon State College, exposed

steelhead trout embryos, Salmo airdneiji g4rdnerii (Richardson),

and chinook salmon embryos, tshaw'ytscha (walbaum), to various

levels of dissolved oxygen and approximately true velocity. Re

duced levels of dissolved oxygen or velocity caused delays in

hatching. Also, embryos reared at low velocities or oxygen con-

centrations were smaller in length and volume than those reared at

higher levels All embryos died that were reared in water having a

dissolved oxygen concentration of 1.6 iniiligrans per liter (mg/i).



NATEi14LS MI) NE'rnoDs

Standpipes, which have been utilized for siudies of water flc-

ing through gravel, are basically pieces of pipe perforated at one

end. When such a pipe is placed vertically in a stream bed, ground

water flows through its lower end. The top of the pipe extencLing

abav-e the surface 0! the stream provides access to the gravel water.

The standpipes used in this study (?ire 1) were 15-inch lengths of

aluninum pipe having an inside diameter of one and one-quarter

inches. The lower end of the pipe itself was sealed by a snaU

plate, and two flat metal bare attached here served to hold it more

firmly in the gravel. The bottom two inches of the pipe wall were

perforated by 48 evenly spaced holes, one-eighth inch in diameter.

}lorizontal grooves one.sizteenth inch wide and one-sixteenth inch

deep extended between the holes in the outer surface of the pipe

wall and reduced the chance of pebbles blocking the openings. it

piece of sponge rubber on a handle, the stopper, could be placed in

the pipe to prevent water from flowing through it. When a pipe was

buried 10 inches in the gravel with the 8topper in place, and the

top capped, it could be considered a part of the stream bed. When

measurements of subsurface conditions were being acquired, the cap

and stopper were removed, and a two-foot extension was fitted to

the top of the pipe.

L



Figure 1. The standpipe assembly sho4ng
extension, stopper, and cap.

Figure 2. Standpipe with extension attached.



Figure 3 The gravel sampler, open.

Figure 4. Gravel sampler with door closed.



Gzavel permeability4 is measured by pumping water from the pipe

into a graduated cylinder and recording the tine taken to remove it.

An amount of water per unit tine (mi/sec) is thzs obtained, and it is

a function of the permeability of the grave], surrounding the pipe.

Through he relationship between th volume of water removed and the

permeabilitr of the gravel, it is possible to ectimate the gravel

permeability (rn/lw).

When a color solution is injected into the standpipe, as tine

passes, the color of the water in ths pipe becn lighter as it

is diluted by the exchange of that water with water fran the stream

bed, By periodically withdrawing small 5amples of water fr the

pipe, it is possible to racasure the rate of dilution of the water

in the standpipe; the dilution rate is greatly influenced by the

velocity of the water fling through the gravel. Through the

relationship between the exchange rate in the pipe and the velocity

of the water in the gravel, the apparent velocity (cm/br) of the

ground water flow can be estfr1ated,

The semimicro method of dissolved oxygen determination was

used during most of the study. Usually, two 37-'znilliliter samples

of water were drawn from the pipes, one inmiediately following the

4Perneability is defined as the apparent velocity per unit hydraulic
gradient. For our purposes we may define it as the capacity of the
gravel to transmit water. A porous medium that transmits either a
liquid or gaseous fluid is permeable, and spawning gravels, de
pending on their nature, transmit water at various rates. In this
paper the capacity of gravels to transmit waters at different rates
is expressed as meters per hour (rn/br).



other. Frequently the two samples appeared to contain quite different

concentrations of dissolved rgen. Faulty sampling techniques were

indicated, since other workers report good results using tius sampling

method. AU attempts to find the cause of the discrepancies were

unsuccessful. The only dissolved oxygen concentrations that have

been used are those calculated fr'oi two semirnicro samples contain-

ing the same or nearly the same amounts of oxygen.

The standpipe described above incorporates one of the features

of the pipe developed by Gangrnark and Bakkala. (8) and that designed

by Terhune (17). In these two papers and that of Pollard (13), one

can find a more complete discussion of the theories behind and the

problems and limitations involved in the design, calibration, and

use or atandpipes.

The gravel sampler used for this study was an eight by nine-

inch steel box which was open on the top and bottom and which was

attached to a two-foot handle. After it was pushed into the stream

bed, an arc-shaped pLece of steel attached to the box was pushed

down through the gravel so that it formed a bottom to the box.

The sampler was then lifted from the stream bed to obtain a sample.

Fertilized silver sathion and steelhead trout eggs were obtained

from the Oregon Fish Caiad.ssicn hatchery on Fall Creek, a tributary

of the Alsea River, and transported directly to the study area, a

distance of 65 miles. Holes 10 inches deep and about 14 inches

long were dug at arbitrarily selected spawning gravel locations.



Gravel and 100 fertilized eggs were pleed in plastic mesh sacks,

the tops of which were thea cured with nylon cord. A staridpipe

was placed in the downstrean end of the hole, and a sack of ferti-

lized eggs and gravel was put in the upper end about 10 inches away

frau the pipe, The hole was then filled with gravel to the lovel of

the strewn bed. L)etexinations of gravel perxeability and of ap-

parent ve1ocitr and dissolved cygen content of ground water were

made at intervals throughout the incubation period in order to

evaluate the environert of the planted embryos. A month after

calculated hatching times, tie sacks and pipes were removed, and the

fry in the bags counted and preserved in ouints solution.

meshes per inch.
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In mid-December, 1958, ten study redde were prepared in each of

the three streams. Fertilized eggs of silver saInon were used in

Live redds and "eyed" embryos were buried in the other 25, During

December and January, water levels fluctuated widely, as is common

in coastal streams, and considerable gravel rnavement occurred. Holes

were dug and sand bars were formed at various locations in the stream

beds Some standpipes and egg sacks were washed out of the gravel and

carried d*snstrsam, but in many sections the stream beds seemed to be

unaffected by the high water.

Successive standpipe readings showed that gravel permeability

and the apparent velocity of ground water were continually changing,

oven in areas where the gravel appeared to be static. Table 1

presents data on the changes in permeability of gravel 10 inches

below the surface of the stream bed which occurred in three days

in one of the streams. At one station, number five, the perrne-

ability varied by more than 400 meters per hour. Evidence that the

gravel itself was shifting during this period was discovered when the

standpipes and sacks were removed in late January. One sack of

embryos and gravel was found a foot away from where it was buried,

another could not be located at all, At both stations, the stand-

pipes seemed to be undisturbed.

This experiment did not yield good information on the effects

of environmental conditions on salmonid embryos. An inadequate

number of determinations of gravel permeability and of apparent
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velocity and dissolved oxygen content of gravel water were uade for

accurate assessnient of the rapidly arid widely changing conditions.

Other aspects of the experinient will be discussed in the next section.

Table 1

2 550 280

3 220 140

4 150 250

5 700 280

6 350 270

7 220 130

8 450 700

On February 10, 1959, ten study areas in Needle Branch and five

in Horse Creek were prepared using fertilized steelhead eggs. The

first measurements from the standpipes were taken two days later. A

permeability measurement was made each week (except one) for the next

12 weeks, and 10 apparent velocity determinations were obtained in

this period. Various numbers of dissolved oxygen determinations were

made at different stations. One egg sack was later found exposed,

probably uncovered by a spawning fish. The tops of two bags were not

tied tightly, and the alevins escaped after hatching. For these and
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other reasons, the infoiation Lri Live study redds has not been used.

The perinent was terminated in iay. Cplete data frc two stations

in Horse Creek and eight in Needle branch are given in Table 2. It

can be seen that conditions were quite different in the various redds.

Mean perineabilities ranged fri 80 to 400 meters per hour, apparent

velocities from 5 to lO8. centimeters per hour, dissolved ocygen

concentrations, froi. 26 to 9.25 .rilligranis per liter. Survival

percentages ranged from 16 to 62. 'gain, the changing gravel perme-

abilities are apparent.

Figures 5 and 6 were drawn using data fr Table 2. It can be

seen fron Figure 5 that, in general, low embryonic survivals are

correlated with low mean apparent velocities, and higher survivals

with higher velocities, For example, less than 30 per cent of the

embryos survived where mean apparent velocities were less than 10

centimeters per hour. Figure 6 shows that the same sort of relation-

ship holds for the mean dissolved orgen content of water flowing

through the redde and embryonic survivals. This relationship was

not evident, however, for permeability and survival; i.e., the low

survivals were not correlated with low perxeabiities nor the

higher survivals with higher permeabilities.

At the beginning and end of this experiment, gravel saip1es

were collected beside two of the pipes in each of the streams.

The gravel was placed in buckets and taken to Oregon State College

where it was analyzed at the Soils Department. The results of the

analysis of the samples are shown in Table 3. Analysis of variance



shored that there was no signiiicant increase in the percentages of

rnediwn sand, fine sand, or very fine sand, or in the percentages of

silt in the gravel, frxi the beginning to the end of the period that

the planted etnbryos were in the gravel.



Table 2

Permeabilities, apparent irelocitieø, oxygen concentrations
of water, and percentages of survival of stoelhead embrjos
in 10 study z'edds in Needle Branch and Horee Creek,
Lincoln County, Oregon, 1959

Horse Creek I Horse Creek 2

Vel. D.0. Pern. Vel. D.0.

/hr. cni/r. ing/l m/r. cm/hr.

February
12-33 100 15 350 20 5.5
19-20 100 200 5.1
26 - 27 150 30 9.2 150 20 10.8

March
5 6 60 30 6.0 100 5 6.1
12-33 60 20 3.9 150 2.5
20 - 21 100 15 4.9 bO 7,5 5.7
28 - 29 60 12.5 100 7.5 8.5

April
2 - 3 100 25 4.4 150 12.5 4.1
16-17 60 40 150 2.5
23-24 60 45 150 5

May
1 70 90
13 70 200 10

Mean 82.5 26 5.7 160 9.5 6.3

Range 60-150 90-350

$tandard
deviation 10.3 1.9 6.1 2.1

Percentage of
survival 23 24



Table 2 (ont,)

Needle Branch 1 Needle Branch 2

?errn. Vel. D.0. erm. Vel. D.0.
ni/hr. cni/r. mg/i m/r. cJhr. mg/i

February
12-13 150 10 60 15 6.8
19-20 200 6.1 100 5.5
26 - 27 150 15 6.7 60 20 8.1

arch
5- 6 150 7.5 100 20
12-13 150 5 4.1 60 20 4.0
20-21 150 10 100 12.5 4.9
28-29 150 5 100 12.5 9.7

April
2-3 150 5 4.]. 60 10 5.8
16-17 150 7.5 60 22.5
23-21k 150 7.5 100 22,5

1 150 200
13 100 7,5 90 12.5

}ean 150 8.0 5.25 90 16.75 6.4

ilange 100-200 60-200

8tandard
deviation 2.9 1.2 4.4 1.7

Percentage of
survival 26 17
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Table 2 (cont.)

iVllr.

eele 'anch 3

Vol.
cu/hr.

Pein.

fleed:1c iranh 4

c1. D.C.
cL1r.I4i

?ebruar-

1213 350 150 ZX 10
19 20 500 5.2 150
26-27 450 35 200 5 4.1

irch
5 6 350 60 8.7 100 7.5
12-13 300 0 7,8 100 5
20-21 150 60 100 5 1.0
2-29 150 EX) 60 5

4.pri1

2 3 100 50 3.8 90 5 1.1
16-1? 200 50 60 5

'J%d

1 150 70
II 100 30 2.5

Mean 245 6; 6.1+ 105 5.5 2.6

100 500 60 200

tandd
deviation 32.2 2.0 1.9 1.9

Percentage o
survival 49 16

- - -- -,--



Table 2 (cont.) 

Needle Branch 5 Needle Branch 6 

Perni, Vel. D.C. Farm. Vel. D.0. 
rn/hr. cmjhr, mg/i rn/hr. cm4r, mg/i 

February 
12-13 350 60 350 10 
19-20 450 450 

26 - 27 300 17.5 9.0 450 10 4.2 

March 
5- 6 300 20 9.6 2)0 5 5.7 

12-13 200 10 7.9 200 5 3.3 
20-21 150 20 150 5 1.4 
28-29 200 20 11.5 200 5 0.8 

April 
2 - 3 150 20 3.6 100 2.5 0.8 
16 - 17 500 22.5 00 2.5 

23-24 450 17.5 500 2.5 

May 
1 550 350 
6 700 22.5 800 2.5 

Mean 400 23 8.3 355 5 2.7 

Range 150-700 150-800 

Standard 
deviation 12.8 2.6 2.7 1.8 

Percentage of' 

survival 36 22 



Taoie 2 (coit.)

Nod.ie Branch 7

--

Needle 1ranch g

Perm. Vol. D.0. Perni. Vol. LI.0,

ciJir. ng/1 m/hr. ci/hr. n/l

February
12-13 90 15 350 150
19-20 100 500
26-27 3.50 30 300

March
5 - b0 0 11.1 00 85

12-23 100 60 7.4 150 85
20-21 60 0 150 100 4.2
28-.29 60 40 150 100 4,1

April
2- 3 60 50 150 330

16-17 100 75 200 110
23-24 óo 70 200 110

May
1 40 300
6 50 45 3,0 130

Mean 80 46.5 9.25 300 10S.5 6.6

Range 40-150 150-500

Standard
deviation 17.8 1.9 21.1 .3,4

Forcontage of
survival 62 43

eans rounded oft to nearest half meter per hour.
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Table 3

Percentage8 oZ particles less than two xnillineters in diameter in gravel
Sa1L?le5 frua Needle Branch and i-orse Creek taken at the beginning and end
of the period that. planted ateelhead exbzros were jn the gravel, 1959

ry
iine (oa.rse iedium Fine fine Total

Sample .ravel sand sand send sand sand Silt Clay
1 CIII. 1 ]2Th. 0.5 i!TL, 0.25 rnui. 0.1 mn.

1______
0.02 mm. 0.002 mm.

1

Needle Branch 1
-i - ---- -

F;1iruar 10 a 14.7 33.5 24.4 16.4 6,/! 93.0 4.0 3.0
b 15.4 31.8 24.6 15.5 6.0 93.3 4.3 2.>

ay 13 a 15.4 28.2 2.b li.0 7.0 92.3 4.2 3.,
o 13.0 27. 24.0 Z).4 7.6 92.3 4.4 3,3

Needle Branch 2
February 10 a 15.7 0.8 22.4 10.? 4.3 93.3 4.5 1.7

b 1/./ 40.0 22.5 10.3 4.4 b.0 ..6 2.4

)iay 13 a 12.6 41.0 24.3 12.4 4.4 94.7 2.2 3.2
o 14.9 41.5 22.1 U.S 3.8 95.8 1.9 2.4

Horse Creek 2
February 10 a 8.9 12.4 19.9 31.4 15.5 86.4 8.1 5.2

h 9.0 12.4 1.9 29.5 15.6 85.2 9.0

1ay 13 a 14.1 41.0 22.6 12.0 4.8 94.7 3.2 2.1
b 14.0 40.0 22.2 12.6 5.0 94.0 3, 2.2

Horse Creek 3
February 10 a 17.8 43.2 22.5 8. 3.3 95.1 2.1 2.8

b 13.8 46.4 24.2 7.8 2.7 95.0 2.1 2.9

ay 33 a 13.2 39.9 27.5 10.6 3.6 94.7 3,3 1.9
b 18.2 42.0 23.2 8.7 3.3 95.4 2.2 2.4
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Figure 7. Two standpipes in
position in the stream bed.

Figure 8. Obtaining readings of
apparent velocity of ground water.
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SCUSE3ION

The apparent velocit7 of gravel water Is a function of several

variables: the head or pressure gradient of thc water and it3 density

and absolute viscosity, the diameter of the particles and the

porosity of the material, the acceleration of g-avity, the roughness

of the surfaces of the particles and their shape and size distribu-

tion. For practical purposes, all of the factors nay be recucod to

two variables which most influence the velocity of the ground water:

the pressure gradient of the water and the permeability oi the

ravol. The dilution rate of a color solution in a stazidpipe actu-

ally measures the pressure gradient of the rod water.. In orcer

that the data obtained by such a procedure an oe converted into

the more useful apparent velocity figures, the other variable, gravel

permeability, must be known.

The experiment in which salmon embryos were used was designed

under the assuntion that gravel permeability does not appreciably

change during the incubation period. Therefore, no attamjt was

made to measure penieabilities and apparent velocities on the same

or consecutive days. Consequently the velocity determinations in

this experiment were inaccurate. 'urthermore, because fteyeó*

embryos were used, the length of exposure of the embryos was rel-

atively short and early developmental stages were not tested. The

experiment, then, was of limited value in showing the effects of

gravel conditions upon developing embryos.
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In the steeThead experiment, when the apparent velocity readings

and parallel to this line to 31 centimeters per hour, they will then

lie on an imaginary vertical line whib passes through 31 centi-

meters per hour, the mean value of all apparent velocity determi-

nations. Now if the percentages of survival corresponding to

these points in their new positions are plotted against the 10

mean dissolved oxygen values, no definite relationship is ap..

parent, as is shown in Figure 9. In the same manner, the various

points in Figure 6 can be moved along and parallel to the regression

line to six milligrams of oxygen per liter, the mean value of all

dissolved oxygen measurements. When the percentages or survival

corresponding to these points (which are now lying one above the

other) are plotted against the 10 mean apparent velocity figures,

no correlation is evident. (See Figure 10)

In this study, the determinations of apparent velocity and of

dissolved oxygen are of similar value in appraising the environment

of the embryos. Zn Figure 9 the relationship between apparent

velocity and survival has been removed. If a positive correlation

were shown here, the dissolved oxygen sampling would be providing

more information than the velocity measurements. In Figure 10

the relationship between dissolved oxygen and survival has been
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removed, Since no correlation is obvious here, the velocity detezni

nations are not ;iieldin.g more information than the measurements of

dissolved ccgen.

It should be borne in mind, however, that it is oxygen that is

essential to the embryo. The function of water movement is merely

to deliver oxygen to the embryo and to carry away metabolic waste

products. Usially, however, dissolved oxygen concentrations and

apparent velocities are closely related in the stream bed; when

one is high the other may he cpected to be high and when one is

low the other nay be expected to be low. The effect of these on

embryonic surviva1 has already been illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

Recent work by fr. Dean 5hwway for the Pacific Cooperative Water

Pollution and Fisheries iesearch Laboratories at (regon State College

has shown that the ernhryots oxygen requirements can be met by very

low water velocities and that the influence of velocities ranging

fri 3 to 750 centimeters per hour on embryonic growth is slight

COLareci to the influence of ygen levels ranging from 2.5 to 10.4

nd 1liLrams per liter.

In most cases, theref ore, determixmtioris of the oxygen content

of water flowing throub the redd provide a satisfactory evaluation

of the environment of the embryos. Situations may occur where

oxygen levels are low while velocities are high because of the flow

pattern in the gravel or because of large amounts of organic matter

or large riu;aers of embryos in the gravel. In two redds receiving

waters flowing at different velocities but containing the same



concentration of dissolved cen, a iiher survival ray be eqected

in the area with the hi1er exchange rate.

Gravel sin tea away frc a standpipe has little effect on the

peieability measurement obtained at the pipe. Furtherssiore, gravel

peieability varies greatly fran point to point; standpipes half a

foot apart ray yield different readings. (Measurements taken one

after another a a pipe, however, are the same.) It is not surpris'-

ing that no apparent rd tio ip was found between gravel peie-

abilIty and survival. Gver a relatively large area, however, in

general, a positive correlation bween pernLeabiliy and survival

ay be ezpeced, Wickett (21, p. 1103) states that, "The density

of spawners that produces the greatest numbers of fry is related

to the average permeability of the stream bottom."

(h'avel and saie of the teelhead embryos used in the experi-

ncrt were placed in a plastic bag and suspended in a five gaUozt

jar as a control, Wai.er fruui a small spring-fed streant was led

through a piece of rubber tubing to the bottom of the container.

In the days that followed, the stream supplying water to the jar

became turbid, and sub was deposited in the gravel in the egg sack.

The bag was renved 22 days later, and the 94 eggs in it 'were pro-.

served. bryos were present in 63 of these ova. Of those that did

not contain eibyos, 17 were covered with fungus; the other 9 were

as clean as the good eggs. Either handling or silt could account

for the failure of the embryos to develop. An estimate that 72 to

2 per cent of the embryos lived beyond the first 22 days is



at least 10 inches below the stream bed during the period that

salmonid eggs are in the gravel. It is conceivable, therefore, that

shifting gravel as well as insufficient ozygen is a cause of egg

losses. Gangmark (7) found early mortalities corresponding with

freshets. Unfortunately, no evidence supporting this theory was

acquired in this study.

Needle Branch is a virgin stream; the watershed of Horse Creek

has been logged. The gravel sampling data is of general interest,

and the analysis of it is statistically sound, but it is riot intended

to show that there is a difference in sediment deposition in logged

and unlogged streams. 8uch a conclusion is not justified for several

reasons, one of which is the lack of sufficient samples,



SUA1Y

l A study of spawniri gravel conditions and their effects upon

incubating salmonid eibryos was conducted in four &a1l coastal

streaxns in Lincoln County, Oregon.

2. The perueability of spauing gravel in the strea was continually

changing during the period that silver salmon and steelhead trout

embryos were in the gravel.

3. Movement of gravel 10 inches belc the surface of the stream bed

was indicated in areas where no disturbance was apparent at the

surface.

4. The survival of salmonid embryos in the gravel was related to the

apparent velocity and dissolved oxygen content of subsurface

water.

5 In this study deterninations of the apparent velocity and die

solved rgen content of ground water were of equal value in

evaluating the environment of the embryos.

6. The analysis of gravel samples collected in February and Ray

indicated no increase in the amounts of medium, fine, very fine

sand, or silt in the gravel over this period.
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Discharge, Cu. ft. per see., of Needle Branch, Lincoln County,
Oregon, (1958 and) 1959*

----,-_--

Day

_._L

Oct. iov, Dec Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June

1 0 0.1 1.0 3.1 4.7 Li 4.1 1.5 0.4
2 0 .1 1.2 2.4 3.6 1.0 3.7 1.2 .4
3 0 .2 1.9 1.9 2.6 .9 3.1 .9 .4
4 0 .6 1.7 1.7 1.9 .8 2.4 Li .6
5 0 11.9 1.4 L8 1.6 .8 1.9 3.9 .6
6 0 4.7 1.2 1.7 1.6 .7 1.5 3.8 .4
7 0.1 3.0 2.3 2.7 1.8 .6 1.3 2.5 .4
8 .2 6.7 2.1 9.9 1.7 .6 1.1 1.9 .4
9 .1 6.3 1.9 13.0 2.4 .8 .9 1.7 .9
10 .1 4.9 2.3 8.2 4.1 .6 .8 1.5 .8
11 .1 3.2 5.7 6.8 3,8 .6 .7 1.4 .7
12 .1 3.7 4.8 9.2 3.0 .8 .6 1.2 .6
13 .1 7.0 3.8 6.8 4.0 1.2 .6 1.0 .6
14 0 7.2 2.8 5.2 7.8 1.2 .6 1.1 .6
15 .1 5.6 2.1 ô.8 1.1 .5 1.2 .5
16 .1 3.9 1.7 3.2 5.9 1.0 .5 1.0 .5
17 .1 2.8 1.4 2.6 4.7 .9 .5 1.0 .5
18 .2 4.3 1.2 2.4 4.4 1.9 .4 1.1 .4
19 1.3 9.2 Li 2.2 5.9 2.8 .4 .9 .4
20 .3 9.6 1.6 2.1 5.3 2.0 .4 .9 .4
21 .2 7.2 2.8 1.9 4.0 2.4 .3 .8 .4
22 .2 4.9 2.4 LB 3.2 2.4 .3 .8 .3
23 .2 3.5 2.0 LB 2.5 3.0 .3 .7 .3
24 .1 2.5 LB 3,6 2.0 2.9 .3 .6 .3
25 .1 1.9 1.9 3.4 1.8 3.1 .3 .6 .3
26 .1 1.5 2.8 3.3 1.5 3.7 .3 .6 .3
27 .1 1.2 4.3 11.7 1.4 3.5 .6 .5 .3
28 .1 1.1 5.2 9.0 1.2 3.5 .6 .5 .3
29 .1 1.2 4.4 6.2 3.7 .7 .5 .3
30 .1 .9 4.3 7.8 5.2 1.8 .4 .2
31 .2 3.8 6.3 4.7 .4

Mean .14 3.70 2.55 4.76 3.40 1.92 LOS 1.20

Max. 1.3 9.6 5.7 13.0 7.8 5.2 4.1 3.9

.45

Mm. 0 0.1 1.0 1.7 1.2 .6 .3 .4 .2

StData obtained fron a stroani-gage on Needle Branch operated by the
U. S. Geological survey. There is no such installation on Horse
Creek.



AF?!IWIX B

ixina1 water texaperatura decrees F., of Needle Branch,
Lincoln County, Oregon, (1958 and) 1959

Day Oct Nov. lec Jan. Feb iar. April ay June

55 51 48 48 47 48 48 49 50
2 56 51 49 47 47 47 49 48 50
3 57 52 49 45 47 46 49 48 50

4 57 52 49 42 47 46 49 48 52

5 57 53 47 4.2 47 45 48 48 51
6 56 54 47 43 46 46 48 49 SC)

7 55 54 47 45 45 46 49 50 51
8 55 33 47 47 44 46 50 50 50

9 54 53 47 48 44 46 51 49 49
10 55 52 49 48 46 45 49 49 49
11 55 sO 49 48 46 45 50 49
12 54 50 49 48 4. 46 48 51
1.3 56 50 48 48 46 46 48 50
14 55 49 47 48 46 45 47 50
15 55 47 47 47 47 46 47 50
16 55 46 47 48 48 46 46 49
17 54 46 47 48 48 47 47 49
18 55 48 48 48 48 47 47 49
19 54 49 48 48 48 47 49 48
20 33 49 49 47 4. 47 49 48
21 51 49 49 46 48 47 50 48
22 50 49 49 47 47 47 50 50
23 50 49 47 47 47 47 51 51
24 48 49 47 4. 47 47 50 50
25 48 48 47 48 46 47 49 50
26 48 46 47 48 46 47 49 49
27 48 45 47 48 46 47 49 49
28 48 4.4 47 48 47 47 49 48
29 48 45 48 48 47 50 49
30 49 4? 48 47 47 50 50
31 51 48 47 47 50

Nean 53 49 48 47 47 46 49 50 50




